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Postural and Muscular Responses of Car Occupants under Pre-Crash Conditions  

The biomechanics of pre-crash: in-vehicle experiments, data analysis, and statistical modeling  

GHAZALEH GHAFFARI 

Department of Mechanics and Maritime Sciences 

Chalmers University of Technology 

 

Abstract 
 

Advanced integrated safety technologies in modern cars such as collision avoidance 

intervention and pre-crash activated restraint systems require comprehensive research on how 

vehicle occupants respond to these systems. The aim of this thesis is to provide insights into car 

passengers’ body kinematics and muscle activations in representative pre-crash circumstances 

with respect to two belt configurations (i.e., standard versus pre-pretensioner). Another 

objective is to explore the influence of occupants’ individual characteristics — namely age, 

stature, and sex — on their body kinematics. A complementary objective is to provide 

validation data for human body models (HBMs). 

 

A set of in-vehicle experiments was carried out in which front-row passengers were traveling 

at 73 km/h and subjected to autonomous lane changes and lane changes combined with braking, 

each with two belt configurations: standard and reversible pre-pretensioner belts. Volunteer 

muscle activations were measured by the surface electromyography (EMG) technique. 

Transformation of coordinates corresponding to several film targets attached to the head and 

upper torso was used to calculate the kinematics in 3-D. The volunteers’ EMG and kinematics 

were processed, and the quantified kinematics were statistically explored using principal 

component analysis and linear mixed model. 

 

Compared to the standard belt, pre-tensioning the seat belt prior to the maneuvers reduced 

lateral and forward displacements of the head and upper torso significantly. Seat belt pre-

tensioning was also associated with earlier muscle activation onset and significantly lower 

activation amplitude for specific muscles. The influence of sex, stature, and their interaction on 

the head and upper torso kinematics were found statistically significant but accounted for a 

small amount of variance. A statistical model was developed which can predict head and upper 

torso kinematics of occupants with different stature and sex.  

 

The data provided in this thesis can be used for further enhancement and validation of HBMs. 

Consequently, the design of integrated safety systems in modern cars can benefit from more 

biofidelic models representing a wide range of population more accurately. Further statistical 

investigations for other types of omnidirectional loading scenarios and, preferably with a larger 

and more diverse sample space, are required to establish more accurate statistical models that 

can be generalized to the whole population. 

 

Keywords: EMG, evasive maneuvers, human body model, lane change, linear mixed model, 

pre-crash, pre‐pretensioner belt, principal component analysis, vehicle occupant kinematics. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Epidemiology  

 

According to the World Health Organization, road traffic accidents lead to the death of 

approximately 1.35 million people every year (WHO 2020). In addition to a high number of 

fatalities, between 20 and 50 million people have been reported as suffering from non-fatal 

injuries, including many disabilities, because of their injuries. It has also been reported that 

approximately half of the fatalities involve vehicle occupants and the other half vulnerable road 

users including pedestrians and cyclists (26% of all deaths), and two- and three-wheeler 

motorcyclists (28% of all deaths). Besides, more than half of the crashes are preceded by vehicle 

maneuvers such as braking or steering in order to avoid the crash (Ejima et al. 2009). Therefore, 

increasingly more research is being carried out on different approaches for enhancing the safety 

of both roads and vehicles with the aim of reducing road traffic mortality and morbidity.  

 

According to the European Commission (2020), the estimated number of road crash fatalities 

in 2019 was 22800, which was around 7000 fewer than in 2010. This improvement is a 

reduction of 23% making Europe the safest region in the world with regard to road safety. 

However, all European Union (EU) countries have not progressed the same. As reported by the 

European Commission (2020), the road fatality rate in the worst-performing countries is four 

times higher than in the best-performing countries. In 2019, Sweden and Ireland reported that 

they have the safest roads (22 and 29 deaths/million inhabitants respectively) whereas Romania, 

Bulgaria, and Poland reported the highest fatality rate (96, 89 and 77 deaths/million inhabitants 

respectively). Therefore, the average fatality rate in the EU was 51/million. Moreover, it is 

estimated that for each road traffic fatality, another five people sustain serious injuries with life-

changing consequences. The European Commission has adopted the Safe System which 

includes safer vehicles, safer infrastructure, enhanced protective equipment, and improved post-

crash care to accomplish EU road safety policy. 

 

According to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), 36096 fatalities in 

motor vehicle traffic accidents were reported in United States of America (USA) in 2019 which 

indicated a decrease of 2% as compared to 2018 (NHTSA 2020). This was an improvement 

even though Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) increased by 0.8%. Based on an investigation by 

the US Department of Transportation's Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS 2021), 

passenger vehicle occupant deaths accounted for 62% of those 36096 deaths which was 27% 

less than in 1975. Around 16% of passenger vehicle occupant fatalities was reported for the 

front row passengers. In general, passenger vehicle occupant fatalities decreased by 2.8% 

compared to 2018 (NHTSA 2020).  Consequently, the fatality rate in USA was 1.10 fatalities 

per 100 million VMT in 2019 which was the lowest rate since 2014. All these reports indicate 

that traffic safety is improving in the developed world. Although car occupant safety has been 

enormously improved, there is still a crucial need for a greater traffic safety. 

 

https://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov/
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1.2. Passive, Active, and Integrated Safety Systems 

 

In the field of vehicle safety, there are different categories of safety systems. Passive safety 

systems, also denoted as in-crash or secondary systems such as seat belts and airbags, have been 

designed to protect occupants during a crash. For instance, seat belts have been shown to 

decrease the total number of casualties by about 40% (Thomas et al. 2006). Active safety 

systems, also denoted as pre-crash, or primary systems have been designed to avoid crashes by 

the means of sensors and automated programs issuing warnings or intervening in the pre-crash 

phase. Electronic stability control (ESC), forward collision warning and autonomous 

emergency braking (AEB) are examples of such systems. For instance, ESC which was 

presented in a mass market car model in 1998, has been shown to reduce the incidence of 

vehicle crashes significantly (Frampton and Thomas 2007). In Sweden, ESC systems were 

implemented in about 99% of all new cars, by 2010 (Lie et al. 2013). AEB systems perform 

wheel braking using similar hardware as used in ESC, with additional information from the 

radar sensors (Coelingh et al. 2007; Schittenhelm 2009). Post-crash systems, also denoted as 

tertiary systems, have been designed to be active after the crash has occurred.  

 

In recent years, integrated safety technologies, combining active and passive safety systems, 

have been developed for the purpose of reducing fatalities and injuries by mitigating crashes 

and protecting vehicle occupants during a crash (Lemmen et al. 2012 and Aparicio 2005). 

Examples of these new technologies include evasive maneuvers such as autonomous steering 

and braking together with seat belts equipped with pre-pretensioners. A pre-pretensioner is a 

belt configuration in which the belt is tensed before an evasive maneuver during the pre-crash 

phase. In general, five possible functions for the current and the predicted future integrated 

safety systems have been defined: “Alert the driver; Decrease vehicle speed; Prepare the 

vehicle for impact; Prepare occupants for impact; and Optimize impact angle” (Aparicio 2005). 

Occupant-vehicle interactions are parts of these safety technologies. For the evaluation and 

development of these technologies, we must be able to predict human occupant responses in 

the total sequence from the pre-crash to the in-crash phase. As a result, computer modeling and 

simulation of human bodies are essential tools for the assessment and development of such 

integrated safety systems.  

 

Standard three-point seat belt versus pre-pretensioner  

The three-point seat belt was first introduced in 1957. In the beginning, an injury reduction of 

about 40–90% (Bohlin 1967), or more than 35% (Norin et al. 1984), was found in the studies. 

Accident data from 1986–1998 confirmed an estimation of 61% lower fatality risk for front seat 

occupants wearing a seat belt than for those unbelted (Cummings et al. 2003). The three-point 

seat belt is today the most commonly used passive safety system and is legally mandated in 

most countries.  

 

The reversible pre-pretensioner seat belt was introduced as an active safety component together 

with autonomous braking by Schöneburg et al. (2011). It was developed to enhance restraint 

functionality and to prepare a vehicle occupant for the potential impact by tightening the 
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occupant’s seat belt during autonomous braking. It was confirmed that using pre-pretensioner 

seat belts reduces the occupant’s forward motion (Antona et al. 2011). Others also studied pre-

pretensioner seat belts in different loading scenarios such as in combination with driver 

emergency braking (Tobata et al. 2003), autonomous braking (Östh et al. 2013, Ólafsdóttir et 

al. 2013, and Woitsch and Sinz 2014), sled tests (Ito et al. 2013), stationary conditions (Good 

et al. 2008a; Good et al. 2008b; Develet et al. 2013) and lateral maneuvers (Mages et al. 2011, 

Holt et al. 2018). Either volunteers or crash test dummies have been used in these studies.  

 

1.3. Active HBMs and their Validation  

 

Human body models (HBMs), which are numerical anthropomorphic models with the details 

of human anatomy, have been developed to replicate human responses (Unselt et al. 2011, 

Iwamoto et al. 2012, Subit et al. 2016, Östh et al. 2012, Östh et al. 2015, Östh et al. 2017). As 

a result of increased computational power, enhanced model detail and fidelity provided by 

improved knowledge about mechanical properties of materials and boundary conditions, the 

development of these models has expanded in recent years. The ultimate goal of HBMs is to 

predict the level of injury risk at tissue level, i.e., different body regions and severity levels. 

HBMs have the potential to model different types of vehicle occupants in terms of gender and 

body size subjected to a variety of loading scenarios. In addition, various measurements related 

to injury causation can be performed using HBMs. Also, computer simulations are repeatable 

and can be faster and less costly than testing with crash test dummies or cadavers. Thus, HBMs 

are useful tools for the assessment of safety systems.  

 

Historically, computational models of the human body have been introduced since the 1960s to 

investigate how the vehicle occupant responds in crashes (Yang 2015). In principle, two 

modeling approaches have been utilized: multibody (MB) and finite element (FE) methods. MB 

models are based on multiple rigid bodies with simplified geometry which are interconnected. 

FE models are based on smaller elements of the anatomical structures using the governing 

differential equations to describe the kinematics of deformation. FE models can potentially 

represent various body entities with fine details and therefore, can predict injuries at the tissue 

level. However, modeling high level of detail in FE methods requires substantial computational 

resources. Commercial explicit FE solvers such as Radioss (Altair), and LS-DYNA (LSTC) are 

used for FE model simulations in academia as well as automotive industry research. 

Nevertheless, there are many simplifications, even in the most advanced FE models, because 

of the high level of complexity in human anatomy and mechanical properties of the biological 

tissues. 

 

Several HBMs have been developed to simulate human responses. The commercially available 

Total Human Body Model for Safety (THUMS) (Iwamoto et al. 2002; Iwamoto and Nakahira 

2015) and Global Human Body Models Consortium (GHBMC) (Gayzik et al. 2011) series of 

models, which are the most common FE models, are available in three sizes: 50th percentile 

male (stature: 175 cm, weight: 77 kg), 95th percentile male (stature: 186 cm, weight: 102 kg), 
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and 5th percentile female (stature: 151 cm, weight: 47 kg), based on Schneider et al. (1983). 

Initially, all these models were established to study vehicle occupant responses in crash 

situations and did not comprise active muscles. 

 

The role of muscle activities  

The influence of muscle activation on kinematic responses of occupants in pre-crash situations 

has been recognized (Beeman et al. 2011, Ejima et al. 2007, Stemper et al. 2006, Brolin et al. 

2005, Siegmund et al. 2003, Wittek et al. 2000, van der Horst et al. 1997, Blouin et al. 2006, 

Kumar et al. 2002). Longer duration and lower loading levels in pre-crash than in-crash 

situations are the main reasons allowing active muscle responses to play an important role in 

the dynamic response of an occupant. Donlon et al. (2015) performed a study on cadavers and 

found a correlation between pre-impact posture and the injury outcome, although their data was 

insufficient for probabilistic analysis. If and how active muscles are involved in injury causation 

remains unknown but most likely, active muscles can indirectly affect the injury outcome 

during a crash. Injuries may occur due to the pre-impact posture, which might change because 

of the existence of active muscles, thereby initiating changes in initial body posture relative to 

the interior structure of the vehicle as well as to the restraint systems, immediately before 

impact. For instance, initial inboard-leaning in a frontal impact has been suggested to increase 

the risk and severity of the head hitting the vehicle interior because this pre-impact posture can 

affect the location and timing of interaction with the airbag (Donlon et al. 2020). Current 

vehicle safety assessment programs, such as the European New Car Assessment Program (Euro 

NCAP) are based on studies of crash test dummies of average body size and standardized seated 

posture. Therefore, among many other factors lacking in vehicle safety assessment programs of 

today, current safety assessments do not consider the occupant out of position when exposed to 

the crash. Since exposing volunteers to dangerous loading impacts to study both the pre-crash 

and in-crash phases together is prohibited due to ethical considerations, the need for computer 

simulations of the human body including active muscles facilitating studies of both pre-crash 

and in-crash situations, has arisen. The advanced HBMs with active musculature have been 

developed to provide improved biofidelity in pre-crash simulations lasting over a longer 

duration of time than in crashes (Iwamoto et al. 2012, Östh et al. 2015, Brolin et al. 2008, Dibb 

et al. 2014, Meijer et al. 2013). Recent approaches of including active muscles in the models 

via neuromuscular feedback control, regulates muscle activation in conjunction with the body 

posture and kinematics, (Östh et al. 2015, Meijer et al. 2013) as well as reinforcement learning 

techniques (Iwamoto et al. 2012).  

 

Active muscle control in HBM 

Active muscle forces have been commonly modeled in HBMs through Hill-type models in 

which the predicted force varies according to the muscle length, shortening velocity, and 

activation level (e.g., Östh et al. 2015). Generally, the methods for regulating muscle activity 

in HBMs can be divided into two main categories: open-loop control and closed-loop control. 

In the open-loop control, muscle activation functions are determined prior to the simulation; for 

instance, by using experimentally recorded muscle activities. In the closed-loop control, muscle 

activations are adapted based on sensory information about the present state of the model, such 
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as the position of a limb, allowing the model to maintain its posture. The latter approach has 

recently been incorporated in the models to specifically represent car occupant muscle 

responses in pre-crash scenarios (Meijer et al. 2013, Östh et al. 2015, Martynenko et al. 2019).  

 

Similar muscle control strategies have been implemented in the GHBMC (M50-OS v2 + 

Active) (Devane et al. 2019) and the THUMS v6 (Kato et al. 2017 and Kato et al. 2018) models. 

Both models have adopted several Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers that 

control muscles to adjust for angle changes in body joints or between body parts. Another HBM, 

the SAFER HBM (v9) (Iraeus and Pipkorn 2019, Pipkorn et al. 2019), which is a modified 

THUMS v3, has the capability to control lumbar, neck, and arm muscles by responding to angle 

changes between body parts using PID controllers (Östh et al. 2014 and Ólafsdóttir et al. 2019). 

The models mentioned above can, to some extent, model passenger and driver in braking 

scenarios. The SAFER HBM is the only model that has applied recorded muscle activation data 

from volunteers to develop neck and lumbar controllers (Putra et al. 2021 and Ólafsdóttir et al. 

2019).  

  

Evaluating active HBMs 

In order to evaluate the performance of the active HBMs and determine their ability to resemble 

human behavior in pre-crash situations they are required to be validated against volunteer data. 

It is important to be able to accurately predict the changes in body posture and active 

musculature in pre-crash situations, as they may affect occupant responses in the actual in-crash 

situation and therefore possibly the injury outcome. The validation procedure can be made by 

comparing normalized experimental muscle activations and well-quantified body motions to 

muscle activation levels and body motions predicted by the models respectively, having the 

same boundary conditions as in the experiments. Therefore, three types of data are required to 

validate active HBMs in pre-crash events: normalized electromyography data, kinematics, and 

boundary conditions. For instance, a previous version of the SAFER HBM has been validated 

against volunteer data in 1.1 g braking scenarios for driver and passenger positions (Östh et al. 

2012, 2014 and 2015). Volunteer data including both body kinematics and muscle activations 

are also essential for model development and understanding human motor control strategies 

specific to pre-crash situations. Model tuning and model validation are two different processes 

and are required to be done using different sets of data in each loading condition. For instance, 

specific parameters in an HBM, such as the gain of PID controllers, can be tuned to reproduce 

a set of volunteer data in a specified loading condition, and then the model’s responses can be 

validated using another set of volunteer data in the same loading condition.  

 

Realistic test environment  

A practical and ethical way to collect validation data is to perform volunteer experiments in 

replicated pre-crash scenarios comprising a controlled test environment where volunteers are 

subjected to non-injurious, but representative, loading conditions. Vehicle-based experiments, 

either on a test track or on public roads, can provide more representative situations close to 

daily driving conditions than experiments performed in the laboratories and thus, they are 

preferrable for HBM validation. Ideally, the tests should be performed in an environment 
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identical to normal driving on the road with volunteers minimally aware when the tests start. 

However, the development of specific body parts of the HBMs might require volunteer 

kinematics and muscle activation of those body parts regardless of how realistic the test 

environment is. Moreover, measurements of boundary conditions such as the seat, floor plate 

or seat belt interaction forces in a test environment resembling the actual environment, are 

required for the purpose of HBM validation. Hence, the required level of details in volunteer 

data and boundary conditions differs depending on the intended purpose of the respective data 

set.  

 

HBMs of different sex, age, and body size 

Currently, most HBMs represent male occupants (Iwamoto et al. 2012; Östh et al. 2015; Subit 

et al. 2016). However, according to the field studies, females are at higher risk of traffic injuries 

compared to males. Whiplash Associated Disorders (WAD) are examples of cases in which 

females have averagely shown double or even higher risks than males, in comparable crash 

conditions (Morris and Thomas 1996; Temming and Zobel 1998; Krafft et al. 2003; Jakobsson 

et al. 2004; Carstensen et al. 2012; Carlsson et al. 2014). Likewise, the risk for more severe 

injuries has been reported higher in female than male occupants (Bose et al. 2011). In particular, 

muscle activations and body kinematics, under different loading conditions, might be 

influenced by the physiological differences between males and females. For example, the 

cervical spine flexion has been shown to vary significantly between males and females exposed 

to a maximum 1 g loading in the posterior–anterior direction, when they were asked to relax 

their neck (Seacrist et al. 2012). Therefore, biomechanical data from female volunteers in 

representative pre-crash loading situations are needed in order to further develop and 

specifically validate female HBMs. Moreover, the current HBMs are mostly established to 

represent the average body-size occupants. There is some ongoing research to include morphing 

capabilities in the models in order to represent occupants of different sex, age and body size 

(Hwang et al. 2016a and 2016b, Zhang et al. 2017, Larsson et al. 2019b). Therefore, it is crucial 

to obtain data to develop and validate such HBMs of different stature, age, and sex is crucial. 

An improved understanding of how occupant characteristics affect their responses to the safety 

systems can support this model development and facilitate achieving the ultimate goal of 

enhancing the effectiveness of the restraint systems for the entire population.  

 

1.4. Physiology behind Muscle Activity 

 

Generally, there are three kinds of muscle tissues in the human body which are skeletal muscles, 

heart muscles, and smooth muscles. The muscles that are responsible for the movement and 

maintenance of the body posture are skeletal muscles. They are attached to the skeletal 

structures by connective tissues (tendons) at the ends of the muscles and are controlled by the 

central nervous system (CNS).  
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The role of skeletal muscles in posture maintenance: Motor control 

The combination of two types of motor acts generates human movements (Massion 1992). One, 

is maintaining a reference position, also denoted as postural control, in which the CNS applies 

stabilizing muscle activations without human awareness. The other type is the goal-directed 

movement, in which a limb is moved along a path in the direction of a pre-defined goal. 

    

In postural control, information about the current state of the body, e.g., center of mass of the 

trunk in relation to the feet (Winter 1995), is used to produce stabilizing muscle activations. In 

other words, postural control acts as a closed-loop system in which the state of the body is given 

by the sensory part of the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and according to that information, 

the CNS generates compensating motor instructions relative to the deviation from the desired 

posture. Another important factor in postural control is muscle co-contraction. For example, 

activation of antagonistic muscles around a joint, increases the fundamental stiffness and 

damping of the joint while no net-moment is generated. It has been confirmed that the stability 

of the lumbar spine is increased by muscle co-contractions of the trunk flexors and extensors 

(Hodges 1999). Theses muscle co-contractions play an important role in postural control of the 

upper extremities (de Vlugt et al. 2002; de Vlugt et al. 2006). Also, studies in impact 

biomechanics demonstrated that muscle co-contractions in lower extremities significantly 

change the restraint interaction forces prior to the impact (Begeman et al. 1980).  

 

Motor Unit Action Potential 

The skeletal muscles are formed of multiple bundles of cells called muscle fibers. The muscle 

fibers consist of two overlapping types of contractile proteins, i.e., actin and myosin, which are 

attached to each other through cross-brides during the activation of the muscle fibers.  Dozens 

to hundreds of muscle fibers in conjunction with a motor neuron which innervates them makes 

up a motor unit (MU). Each skeletal muscle is made up of a few to hundreds of MUs. As 

illustrated in Fig.1, the contact between a motor neuron and a muscle fiber forms a 

neuromuscular junction where an electrical signal in the form of an Action Potential (AP) is 

produced and transmitted, inducing muscle contraction. In particular, when an AP reaches the 

presynaptic terminal of a motor neuron, the voltage-dependent calcium channels are activated 

and calcium ions are allowed to enter the neuron, initiating the synaptic transmission. 

Subsequently, calcium ions bind to sensor proteins on synaptic vesicles. This triggers vesicle 

fusion with the cell membrane, and as seen in Fig.2 causes the release of a neurotransmitter 

such as acetylcholine (ACh) from the neuron into the synaptic cleft. Subsequently, the ACh 

diffuses across the synaptic cleft and binds to ACh receptors on the cell membrane of the muscle 

fiber.  Binding ACh to receptors can depolarize the muscle fiber in a cascade which eventually 

leads to muscle contraction.  
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Fig. 1. Neuromuscular junction. 

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/4b/3e/a4/4b3ea433552f1b24c904977f63f2aa5d.jpg 

(Accessed:25 July 2021). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Mechanism of synaptic transmission. 

https://www.tankonyvtar.hu/hu/tartalom/tamop412A/2011-

0094_neurologia_en/images/chapter09/c09f_pic003_eng.jpg (Accessed:25 July 2021). 

 

 

Electromyography 

Surface electromyography is a technique for measuring muscle activation. Surface electrodes 

placed on the skin covering the skeletal muscles measure the AP propagation in the muscle 

fibers. The superposition of all APs recorded by the electrode forms an electrical signal (in 

volts) called electromyogram (EMG) (Winter 2009). The topography of this signal is depending 

on anatomical and physiological factors, such as the number of active MUs and the discharge 

rate of each one, the thickness of the subcutaneous tissue and the orientation of the MUs, as 

well as the detection factors such as the location, area and spacing of the detection electrodes 

(Barbero et al. 2012). Further information on the role of these parameters can be found in the 

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/4b/3e/a4/4b3ea433552f1b24c904977f63f2aa5d.jpg
https://www.tankonyvtar.hu/hu/tartalom/tamop412A/2011-0094_neurologia_en/images/chapter09/c09f_pic003_eng.jpg
https://www.tankonyvtar.hu/hu/tartalom/tamop412A/2011-0094_neurologia_en/images/chapter09/c09f_pic003_eng.jpg
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literature (Farina et al. 2002a). Moreover, the surface EMG signal is preferably normalized to 

maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) under isometric conditions, in order to be expressed 

in terms of muscle activation level. In fact, normalization reduces the effect of extrinsic and 

intrinsic features influencing the EMG signal. For instance, the distance and conductivity of the 

tissues between the contracting muscle fibers and the skin may appear dissimilar in different 

individuals, which makes any subject comparison of non-normalized EMG levels inaccurate. 

There is also another technique for measuring muscle activation which is done through 

indwelling electrodes. This type of electrode is inserted inside the muscles by means of wires 

and thus, due to its invasive nature, its applications are limited for safety reasons. 

 

Force-EMG relationship and the use of EMG for HBM validation  

The goal of HBM validation is to assess how much the predicted muscle forces are consistent 

with experimental muscle data. Direct measurement of muscle forces in the experimental 

studies is a complex and invasive process. Therefore, EMG measurements are typically used to 

estimate the muscle forces. In isometric contractions, force-EMG relationship can be estimated 

by linear approximations (Staudenmann et al. 2010). While in dynamic contractions, this 

relationship is nonlinear and it is a function of muscle length, shortening velocity and the 

passive properties of the muscle. Another issue in dynamic contractions is the relative location 

of the electrode to the detectable and contracting muscle fibers which can be changed during 

the measurement (de Luca 1997 and Farina 2006). These issues make the model validation and 

subsequently the injury risk estimation problematic. Comparing the muscle activation levels 

predicted by active HBMs to the measured EMG levels is a more reasonable validation 

procedure (e.g., Iwamoto and Nakahira 2015 and Östh et al. 2014). Another validation method 

is to compare the produced moments in the model with the joint moments estimated by inverse 

dynamics (Staudenmann et al. 2010). This method is limited to only a comparison of the 

produced net moment and the influence of individual muscle forces cannot be compared. 

 

1.5. Test Subjects: ATD, PMHS, and Volunteer 

 

New technologies need to be evaluated with regard to their performance in providing safety 

features for vehicle occupants. Anthropometric Test Devices (ATDs), i.e., mechanical models 

of humans, also known as crash test dummies, have been developed for the assessment of safety 

systems. ATDs typically represent adult vehicle occupants in a few different body sizes: a large 

male (stature: 186 cm, weight: 102 kg), a midsize male (stature: 175 cm, weight: 77 kg), and a 

small female (stature: 151 cm, weight: 47 kg), based on Schneider et al. (1983). To allow more 

parametric studies, mathematical models of ATDs have also been developed to replicate the 

response of the dummies. Although ATDs are valuable tools that can be subjected to physical 

crash impacts, they have severe limitations. They are still very simplified models of the human 

anatomy and are also too stiff to represent vehicle occupants in low loading situations such as 

pre-crash conditions (Beeman et al. 2012). 
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There are different sources of validation data, such as Post-Mortem Human Subjects (PMHSs), 

also known as cadavers. PMHSs can be used to validate HBMs in both pre-crash and in-crash 

situations. While there are previous studies on PMHSs subjected to in-crash impacts (Donlon 

et al. 2015, Beeman et al. 2012, White et al. 2009), few studies have investigated the response 

of PMHSs in pre-crash loading situations, which can provide validation data for HBMs with 

passive muscles, in pre-crash situations. In contrast to the ATDs, PMHSs are too soft to 

represent vehicle occupants in low loading situations (Beeman et al. 2012). Nevertheless, 

PMHSs cannot provide information on how the muscles are activated and how the alive 

humans’ displacement would be in pre-crash situations. Therefore, PMHSs were traditionally 

used to provide validation data for HBMs capable of predicting occupant responses only in 

crash scenarios. In fact, PMHSs are useful sources of validation data in crash conditions since 

living humans cannot be exposed to the injurious crash loads.  

 

Introducing integrated safety systems in vehicle safety development has created the need for 

studies on pre-crash situations in order to evaluate such systems. For instance, in studies of 

HBMs subjected to simulated integrated safety systems, models are required to include active 

musculature, and to respond with a human-like control strategy of the muscles and kinematics, 

in pre-crash situations. By optimizing the design requirements for integrated safety 

technologies and restraint systems based on how the HBMs behave in various pre-crash and in-

crash scenarios, a reduction in the injury risk of vehicle occupants can be achieved. Hence, it is 

essential to acquire volunteer data including kinematics and muscle activations that can be 

applied for validation of HBMs in pre-crash scenarios.  

 

1.6. Previous Volunteer Experiments 

 

A brief review of studies to investigate the kinematics and muscle activation of volunteers in 

potential pre-crash situations is given here. The emphasis is on lateral loading conditions, 

typically below 1g and with durations of at least 0.2 s. Volunteers studied in these experiments 

are mostly around average body size. There are a few studies exploring the influence of body 

characteristics on volunteer kinematics in response to evasive maneuvers which are mainly 

addressed in the next section.  

 

Volunteer data from experiments in sagittal plane loading are fairly available (Ejima et al. 2007, 

Ejima et al. 2008, Östh et al. 2013, Ólafsdóttir et al. 2013, Behr et al. 2010, Choi et al. 2005); 

however, fewer studies have explored volunteer responses in lateral plane loading. Among these 

studies, Muggenthaler et al. (2005) established torso kinematics and the activity of four muscles 

(sternocleidomastoideus, trapezius, obliquus externus abdominis and rectus femoris) for one 

helmeted volunteer seated in the passenger seat in a car that drove through a lane change test, 

and then compared these to the kinematic response of ATDs. They found that muscle activation 

is related to the applied lateral vehicle acceleration and that ATDs are unable to predict human 

occupant responses in this type of evasive maneuvers, and therefore further volunteer studies 

are essential. Other studies have also confirmed that the occupant kinematics is dependent on 
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muscle activity (Ejima et al. 2012, Van Rooij et al. 2013, Huber et al. 2013). Ejima et al. (2012) 

exposed three volunteers, seated in a sled and restrained with a lap belt, to lateral accelerations 

and found 20–40% reduction in head and upper torso (T1) lateral flexion when the volunteers 

were requested to tense their muscles compared to when they were relaxed. Van Rooij et al. 

(2013) studied occupant responses in relaxed and braced conditions, when restrained by a 4-

point belt and exposed to simulated lane change maneuvers in a laboratory test vehicle. They 

stated a significantly higher upper body sideway displacement and lower muscle activity for 

relaxed conditions. Huber et al. (2013) and Huber et al. (2015) conducted a series of volunteer 

experiments with a modified passenger seat subjected to lane change maneuvers to the right, 

and measured head and torso kinematics as well as activity bilaterally from three neck muscles 

and four trunk muscles without normalization. Noticeably, high activation of the right-side 

muscles was shown in their results while an inter-subject variability of above 200% was found 

in kinematic responses for each maneuver. A detailed study of neck muscle activity was carried 

out by Ólafsdóttir et al. (2015) on volunteers subjected to perturbation type loading in eight 

different directions. Their results indicate that the recruitment pattern and the neck muscle 

activity levels are dependent on the loading direction. Among the studies listed above, Huber 

et al. (2015) and Ólafsdóttir et al. (2015) collected data from a few females besides the males, 

and the others studied only male volunteers. A quantitative study on both male and female 

passengers exposed to braking and lane change events was led by Reed et al. (2018). They did 

not find any significant difference in head excursions of males versus females, after accounting 

for body size differences.  

 

There are different ways to estimate linear excursion and rotation of a point approximately at 

the head Centre of Gravity (CoG) and a point close to the T1 vertebra body in the upper torso. 

For instance, the rotation angles can be estimated by the projected vectors on the horizontal and 

vertical planes using film targets coordinates. Previous volunteer studies on lateral plane 

loading scenarios with test vehicle did not explain in depth the strategies they used to estimate 

the head and torso kinematics, except a few studies such as Hubber et al. (2015) which used 

Vicon near-infrared motion tracking cameras and a set of retro-reflective markers to present 

centroid displacement and segment orientation at the ear and T5 level for the head and torso, 

respectively. A common estimate of head and torso kinematics is needed to compare the results 

of different volunteer studies but is also essential for validating HBMs when comparing the 

kinematic responses of the models and the volunteers.  

 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, published volunteer studies have so far provided only 

some partial understanding of the occupant kinematics and the activity of a limited number of 

muscles when volunteers were subjected to lateral loading conditions. Some of these studies 

were only on a small number of volunteers or conducted in a laboratory environment; in some, 

muscle activation data were not normalized or only a few muscles were studied. Nevertheless, 

for the purpose of model validation, and more specifically female HBMs and male HBMs, none 

have provided comprehensive boundary conditions, occupant kinematics and normalized 

muscle data from volunteers seated in a regular car travelling in a realistic environment. 
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1.7. Effects of Body Characteristics on Occupant Kinematics 

 

A large variability among the volunteer responses was observed in past volunteer studies which 

have quantified head and torso kinematics during potential pre-crash situations. This variability 

is likely due to differences in physical characteristics such as stature, age and sex or differences 

in sitting postures and behaviors in response to evasive maneuvers. The effects of age, sex, and 

body size on volunteer responses in pre-crash circumstances are explored in a few studies. 

Volunteer kinematics under driver-initiated and autonomous braking were investigated by 

Carlsson and Davidsson (2011) in real traffic scenarios. Larger head forward motion was found 

in the group of volunteers with higher stature than shorter and also, in females than males of 

the same sitting height comparing the average motions. However, they reported a quite large 

amount of variation among the volunteer responses (e.g., a mean forward head displacement of 

96 mm, with a standard deviation of 47 mm). The influence of sex and stature on volunteer 

kinematics during braking and lane change events was studied by Kirschbichler et al. (2014). 

For the braking events, their analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a significant effect of sex 

while omitting the factor of sex resulted in a significant effect of stature. In the lane change 

events, no significant effect of stature or sex was reported which was possibly due to their small 

sample size. Reed et al. (2018) studied volunteers with quite a wide range of age and body size 

and explored the effects of volunteer characteristics on their head excursions in abrupt braking 

and lane change maneuvers. Their linear regression analyses resulted in significant effects of 

body mass index (BMI) and age on head frontal excursions and, significant effects of stature 

and sitting height on head lateral excursions. In their study, passengers with higher stature had 

slightly larger lateral excursions. Nevertheless, their analyses contained only the head 

maximum and mean excursions and not the head kinematics over time. Besides, the significant 

effects they found accounted for only a small amount of total population variance.  

 

This review of the previous studies reveals two main gaps in the existing knowledge of the 

effects of body characteristics on occupant kinematics in pre-crash circumstances. First, either 

maximum or mean excursions were investigated and none of the studies mentioned above have 

explored the potential effects of body characteristics on the kinematics timeseries. Nevertheless, 

the kinematics timeseries (i.e., shapes of the excursions as a function of time) can provide extra 

information about the amount and the timing of volunteer displacements beyond what 

maximum or mean excursions can provide. Second, the kinematic responses have not been 

statistically modeled as a function of possible predictors in any of those studies.  

 

1.8. Predictions based on Population’s Anthropometric Data   

 

Experimental data are always limited in including volunteers across all ranges of body 

characteristics. Despite the remarkable diversity in the population, experimental studies are 

mostly done on average sizes and thus, small sized females or large sized males are not regularly 

included in volunteer studies. Therefore, we need to predict occupant kinematics with respect 

to body characteristics from the available data in pre-crash situations. It is of great importance 
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to statistically model the vehicle occupant kinematics over time as a function of influencing 

predictors. This allows for the development and validation of advanced morphed HBMs which 

incorporate the effects of age, sex, and body size, for representing a wide range of vehicle 

occupants in total sequence of pre-crash and in-crash situations. 

 

There are some statistical approaches such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and linear 

regression, suggested by several studies in different fields addressing prediction problem based 

on the subject’s anthropometric data. Parkinson and Reed (2010) and Brolin et al. (2017) have 

used PCA and linear regression analysis to transform a large set of variables into a data set with 

fewer parameters that still covers most of the variances in the large set or to predict unknown 

parameters from known parameters. Rasmussen et al. (2018) used similar techniques to 

generate a valid pseudo population based on anthropometric data. PCA has also been used to 

model running kinematics using motion capture and anthropometric data (Rasmussen et al. 

2020). This method was applied on Fourier-transformed data to predict motion patterns of 

runners based on body size information.  Holcombe et al. (2020) have used a shaped-based 

PCA to define cross-sectional geometry of the ribs of different length and to reproduce them 

for statistically average male and female rib geometry.  

 

In the field of traffic safety, Samuels et al. (2016) have used PCA and linear regression analysis 

to predict trajectories of the head, spine, and pelvis in low-speed (<4 g) frontal impacts for 

occupants of specified seated heights corresponding to pediatric and adult ATDs. They first 

modeled trajectories as combinations of cubic basis splines with eight control points and then 

performed PCA on the control points. Their results indicated shorter and flatter trajectories with 

increasing seated heights. PCA and linear regression analysis have also been utilized to develop 

corridors of pelvic impact force data predicted for the subjects of specified anthropometric 

dimensions (Sun et al. 2016). The force data were collected in the lateral impact tests with nine 

seated PMHSs. PCA was applied on timeseries of force data and regression analysis was 

conducted on the resulted scores. Their results indicated that the predicted corridors could 

reasonably reflect the original data. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no published study 

has statistically modeled occupant kinematics in pre-crash circumstances as a function of age, 

sex, and body size by conducting PCA on timeseries of volunteer kinematics.  

 

1.9. Summary of Introduction 

  

Road traffic accidents represent one of the main sources of injuries and fatalities worldwide. 

Vehicle occupants are involved in half of the accident-related fatalities. Evasive maneuvers 

such as braking, and steering occur prior to more than half of the crashes to avoid the crash. 

These evasive maneuvers affect the occupant posture in relation to the vehicle interior structure 

and the restraint systems. Several investigations dedicated to improving the safety systems in 

vehicles and reducing the number of injured and killed people in traffic accidents, have been 

carried out. Integrated safety systems combine active and passive systems for pre-crash and in-

crash phases to avoid the crash as much as possible and to protect the occupant during the crash. 
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Computer simulations, i.e., human body models are developed to replicate human responses in 

the different phases of a crash with the final goal of predicting the injury risk and assessing the 

safety systems. Introducing muscular activation strategies into the HBMs has enhanced the 

accuracy of the model responses. Volunteer experiments are used to provide insights into the 

human responses including kinematics and muscle activities in situations representative of pre-

crash phases. Volunteer responses have been studied mostly in sagittal plane loading and less 

in lateral plane loading scenarios. A large variability has been observed in volunteer responses. 

A few studies have investigated the effect of volunteer characteristics such as age, sex, and 

stature on their kinematics. Volunteer data can be applied to evaluate the restraint systems as 

well as to validate the HBMs.          
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2. OBJECTIVES, RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AND SUMMARY 

OF METHODS 

 

2.1. Objectives 

 

The first objective of this thesis was to provide insights into volunteer muscle activations and 

body kinematics in representative pre-crash circumstances with lateral plane loading 

conditions. This objective was chosen because there have been few volunteer kinematics studies 

in lateral loading conditions. These studies have typically included a small number of muscles 

and have been performed in a laboratory environment, not on volunteers traveling in a regular 

car. A complementary objective was to provide validation data for active HBMs. The second 

objective was to investigate the effects of two belt configurations (i.e., standard versus pre-

pretensioner) on occupant kinematic and muscle responses in lateral loading scenarios. A 

complementary objective was to investigate the differential effect of pre-pretensioner belt on 

male versus female occupant responses. This objective was chosen because many new vehicle 

models are fitted with seat belts that can be pre-tensioned in the pre-crash phase. The third 

objective was to explore the influence of individual characteristics of occupants, namely age, 

stature, and sex, on their body kinematics. This objective was chosen because large statistical 

variabilities have been observed in the kinematics of occupants, hence it is important to better 

understand the underlying individual factors influencing the kinematic outcomes of pre-crash 

scenarios.   

 

2.2. Research Questions 

 

To achieve the thesis objectives, the following research questions were addressed:  

 

Research Question 1:  

• Are muscles activated in pre-crash? How much? 

Research Question 2:  

• Does the pre-pretensioner belt affect muscle activation? How much?  

• Does the pre-pretensioner belt help maintain sitting posture in pre-crash? How much? 

Research Question 3:  

• Do factors such as sex, age, and stature influence volunteer kinematic outcomes? Are 

their influences statistically significant? How differently do males and females respond 

in pre-crash?  

 

2.3. Summary of Methods 
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To answer the research questions mentioned above, a new and comprehensive set of 

experiments was carried out involving volunteers traveling in a regular car, in a realistic 

environment, being subjected to repeatable and typical low-g interventions representative of 

pre-crash situations. Volunteers’ muscle activations were measured by surface EMG technique 

to answer Research Question 1. Vehicle maneuvers were performed while volunteers seated in 

the front-row passenger seat were restrained using two belt configurations, i.e., standard and 

pre-pretensioner. The volunteers’ EMG and kinematics were then processed and statistically 

analyzed to answer Research Question 2. The quantified kinematics of male and female 

volunteers of different ages and statures were statistically explored to answer Research 

Question 3. In addition to providing answers for these research questions, the aforementioned 

set of experiments was conducted in order to provide the necessary post-processed data for 

validation and further improvement of active HBMs specifically designed to represent male and 

female occupants at the whole-body level. 

 

Volunteers and inclusion criteria 

The set of experiments studied in this thesis was part of a larger study, the Active human body 

models for virtual occupant response - Step 3 (AHBM3) project, covering several different 

loading conditions that can potentially occur in pre-crash situations for vehicle passengers and 

drivers. On average, conducting the experiments for each single volunteer required about nine 

hours, including all preparations and instrumentations. Finding volunteers was difficult as most 

of these experiments were carried out in the summer holidays, and each experiment session was 

rather time consuming. Twenty-five volunteers (13 males and 12 females) were recruited in 

total. The recruitment process was intended to be unbiased and was based on announcements 

in university, industry, and social networks. The data from the first volunteer (a male) served 

as a pilot to better learn the measurement process. The data from two other males had to be 

excluded as they were physically too active during the experiments, hence the collected data 

from them could not be compared with data of other volunteers. The experiments with another 

male volunteer could not be completed because of technical failure with the measurement 

equipment. Two female volunteers were obese and because of technical issues with measuring 

their muscle activations, were excluded from the study. The data from one more female was 

also excluded because of poor visibility in the recorded videos. Finally, the data from 9 males 

and 9 females remained suitable for the study presented in this thesis.    

 

Volunteers included in this study, had no history of poor general health or other medical 

conditions potentially presenting an increased risk of injury. Their BMI was from 18 to 23, 

mostly within normal range while age and stature covered 23–71 years and 174–192 cm for 

males, and 25–65 years and 160–180 cm for females, respectively. To create a realistic 

atmosphere, they were not strictly instructed to sit still and look forward (i.e., neutral posture), 

just before the beginning of the maneuvers. Parts of the data in which volunteers were not in 

neutral posture at the beginning of the events, were hence excluded to fulfil the requirement for 

data with the purpose of model validation. Other inclusion criteria were the proper functionality 

of the driving robot and the pre-pretensioner seat belt. In addition, for the study of muscle 

activations all individual EMG data were examined. Both experimental documents and the 
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recorded videos were investigated and if a clear reason, such as a loose EMG electrode 

attachment or a voluntary body motion could be observed, those test results were not shown in 

any graphs. In total, 92 tests involving nine male and 69 tests involving nine female passengers 

were included in this thesis. 

 

Tests and procedures 

There were four loading scenarios studied in this thesis (as listed below) and three trials were 

performed per volunteer and type of loading scenario in a randomized order.    

 

• lane change with standard belt (LSB) 

• lane change with pre-pretensioner belt (LPT) 

• lane change with braking and with standard belt (LBSB) 

• lane change with braking and with pre-pretensioner belt (LBPT) 

 

Surface EMG electrodes were attached to the corresponding muscles of each volunteer to record 

muscle activities during the tests. Film markers were also mounted on the head and upper body 

of each volunteer to track the excursions of the volunteer during the maneuvers. Fig.3 shows 

the lateral and longitudinal vehicle accelerations (a and b) and the coordinate system used in 

the analysis (c).  

 

 

c)  

Fig. 3. Lateral vehicle acceleration (solid gray) in LSB & LPT (a) and lateral and 

longitudinal vehicle acceleration (solid gray and dashed pink, respectively) in LBSB & LBPT 

(b). Vertical dashed lines present time zero and vertical dotted lines present the onset time of 

the pre-tensioned belt. The coordinate system in the test vehicle (c). 

 

Data analysis 

The major parts of the data analysis consisted of EMG analysis and kinematics analysis to 

quantify volunteers’ muscular and postural responses to evasive maneuvers, respectively. The 

quantified volunteer kinematics were subjected to further numerical and statistical analyses to 

identify the significant influencing factors. The following list summarizes the analytical 
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methods used in this study. These methods are justified and presented in depth in the appended 

papers.  

 

• EMG analysis: Surface EMG mesurements were performed on 38 muscles during 

isometric MVC tests and vehicle manuevers. The EMG data were filtered, rectified, 

normalized against MVCs, and analyzed to assess muscle activation levels and onset 

times. Muscle activations were presented in corridors containing mean and mean ± 1 

standard deviation (SD). The EMG corridor was scanned per muscle for the existence 

of two distinctly different levels of muscle activation, and for a few muscles, two 

separate response corridors were established. The Shapiro-Wilk test of normality was 

conducted on EMG data. Muscle activation levels and onset times were compared for 

the two belt configurations (i.e., standard versus pre-pretensioner) using nonparametric 

Wilcoxon signed ranks tests. 

 

• Kinematics analysis: Three-dimensional target tracking and motion analysis were 

performed on the recorded videos of volunteer movements during vehicle maneuvers. 

The Euler angle technique was used to obtain the rotation matrix using coordinates of 

the three best trackable markers attached to the presumed corresponding rigid body. The 

coordinates of film markers attached to the head and upper torso were transformed to 

estimate linear and rotational excursions at head CoG and T1 vertebra body, with respect 

to the vehicle coordinate system in 3D space. The rotation angles were quantified using 

the Tait-Bryan convention and projected rotation angles. Quantified kinematics were 

presented in corridors (mean ± SD). Maximum displacements (head CoG and T1 

forward and lateral linear excursions) were compared for the two belt configurations 

(i.e., standard versus pre-pretensioner) using nonparametric Wilcoxon signed ranks 

tests. 

 

• Statistical analysis: the influence of age, stature, and sex on kinematic outcomes: 

PCA was applied to head and upper torso forward and lateral displacement data in the 

time domain. Timeseries of displacements were re-parameterized to the principal 

components (PCs) and each PC represented a specific shape of data (i.e., the body 

motion over time during the lane change maneuver). The scores of the first three PCs as 

well as maximum lateral displacements were separately fitted into a Linear Mixed 

Model (LMM) with potential predictors (fixed effects) age, stature, and sex. Individual-

specific effect (i.e., random effect) was also included in the model. In addition, the 

model took into account all 2-way interactions of the predictors and the residuals, which 

represented the variabilities within volunteers. The influence of these fixed and random 

effects on the kinematic outcomes was assessed and the statistical significance of the 

results were reported. Also, to specify the percentage of the variance explained by the 

entire model, a type of R-squared coefficient, conditional R2
LMM, was estimated. 

Another type of R-squared coefficient, marginal R2
LMM, was estimated to specify the 

percentage of the variance explained only by the fixed effects.  
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3. SUMMARY OF APPENDED PAPERS 

 
The objectives in this thesis were planned to be fulfilled in the following four papers. The aim 

of Paper A was to investigate the kinematic response of male car occupants during low-g 

evasive maneuvers representing pre-crash events. The aim of Paper B was to investigate muscle 

activation of the male occupants during these maneuvers. Both Paper A and Paper B provide 

data sets that could be applicable for validating HBMs capable of controlling muscles in 

simulation of evasive maneuvers. Furthermore, considering the introduction of new vehicles 

fitted with pre-pretensioner seat belts, both papers include comparisons of occupant responses 

with respect to a standard versus reversible pre-pretensioner belt. The aim of Paper C was to 

study female responses under the same loading scenarios as presented in two previous papers, 

in order to provide validation data for female HBMs and also to compare the effect of belt 

configuration on female kinematics and muscle activation. As described in the previous 

chapters of this thesis, the need for validation data and further development of female HBMs 

are particularly important since most of the current HBMs are exclusively parameterized for 

male occupants. The aim of Paper D was to investigate potential influencing factors such as sex 

and body characteristics on occupant kinematics and to develop a statistical model that can be 

used to predict kinematics of occupants with different characteristics. As mentioned before, 

traffic safety research has revealed a large variability among volunteer kinematics, in response 

to evasive maneuvers representative of pre-crash situations. The intent of this paper was to 

support developing HBMs for a wide range of population with different sex, age, and stature. 

In summary, Research Question 1 is answered by Paper B and C, Research Question 2 is 

answered by Paper A, B and C, and Research Question 3 is answered by Paper C and D.  

 

Paper A  

 

The focus of Paper A was to quantify occupant kinematics for the head CoG and the upper torso 

using the coordinates of the film targets attached to each volunteer’s body as well as to analyze 

belt characteristics and vehicle dynamics. The test subjects included nine front-seat male 

passengers. The seat belt was either in standard or pre-tensed configuration activated around 

200 ms prior to the autonomous maneuver, with a target force of a minimum 170 N. The 

maneuvers were composed of multiple repeatable lane change, and lane change with braking, 

at 73 km/h. The maximum lateral acceleration in lane changes was 5.8 m/s2 while in lane 

changes with braking, it was 5 m/s2 and the longitudinal acceleration was -5.6 m/s2. The 

maneuver duration was approximately 2 seconds, steering to the right during the first second 

and steering to the left during the last second. Time shifting was done based on the onset of 

vehicle lateral acceleration and in addition to accelerations, vehicle roll, pitch, and yaw angles, 

were also measured, as well as shoulder belt, lap belt force, and belt payout. Fig.4 shows a 

volunteer prepared for the test with the attached film targets (a) and the passenger seat position 

(b).  
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The motion of the volunteers during the maneuvers was captured by means of three DS-CAM 

600 cameras mounted inside the vehicle; one camera in front of the volunteer, one to the rear 

and one to the side, to record videos from three directions. Film targets, white and lightweight 

spheres, were attached to each volunteer’s head, skin covering the T1 process, sternum, and 

acromion, to provide 3D information required for kinematics post-processing. TEMA 

Automotive was used as a tool for 3D film analysis in order to obtain coordinates of the markers 

attached to the body with respect to the vehicle coordinate system. The methodology used for 

kinematics post-processing is provided in this paper. The Euler angle technique was used to 

obtain the rotation matrix using coordinates of the three best trackable markers attached to the 

corresponding body segment (typically, one marker on the forehead and two markers on the 

right and left sides of the head, and single markers on the left acromion, T1 process and sternum 

for the upper torso). Subsequently, the 3D linear displacements and the rotation angles of the 

head were estimated by transforming coordinates of the film markers to the head CoG. 

Likewise, the linear excursions of the upper torso at the T1 vertebra level were calculated in 

3D.    

 

All post-processed data were presented in corridors containing mean ± one standard deviation 

intended as validation data for active HBMs. The resultant volunteer kinematics corridors 

indicated certain variability in the responses, especially for head kinematics, resulting in wider 

corridors than for upper torso kinematics. The results also showed lower lateral and forward 

displacements for the head CoG and upper torso when the volunteers were restrained by the 

pre-pretensioner belt than by the standard belt. Similar upper torso and head lateral excursion 

were found for lane change and lane change with braking maneuvers, however the longitudinal 

excursion was found to be highly influenced by the existence of longitudinal acceleration. 

 

a   b  

Fig. 4. A volunteer prepared for the test with attached film targets (a), passenger seat 

position (b). 

       

Paper B 

 

The focus of Paper B was to analyze the muscle response data for the same set of volunteer 

tests presented in Paper A. Hence, the experimental setup including the measurement systems, 

the maneuvers, and the vehicle instrumentation, were identical to those in Paper A. The EMG 
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technique was used to measure muscle activation. Surface EMG Ag/AgCl electrodes were 

placed bilaterally on 19 muscles, as illustrated in Fig.5. 

 

Fig. 5. Electrode placement on the anterior and posterior side of the body shown to the left 

and right, respectively. Muscle acronyms according to Definitions and Acronyms section of 

this thesis. 

 

EMG data were acquired from 38 muscles in the neck, upper extremities, torso, and lower 

extremities. The complete definition of each muscle can be found in the Definitions and 

Acronyms section of this thesis, and further information such as position of the electrodes are 

provided in Paper B. Subsequently, the recorded EMG data were post-processed according to 

Fig.6.  

 

 

Fig. 6. A diagram of the sEMG signal processing. 

 

The post-processed EMG data were normalized to maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) 

under isometric and posture-specific conditions. In the MVC tests conducted separately prior 
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to the vehicle tests, the volunteers were seated in a custom-made test rig to resemble the posture 

of a car occupant (Fig.7) and were asked to contract specific muscles. 

 

a    b  

Fig. 7. EMG electrodes on a volunteer’s upper body (a) MVC test rig with a volunteer (b). 

 

Corridors of mean ± one standard deviation were established for each muscle in four different 

loading scenarios, i.e., LSB, LPT, LBSB and LBPT.  

The established muscle activation corridors can be applied for active HBM validation. The 

results showed that the muscle activation levels collected in normal driving conditions, prior to 

any evasive maneuver, were low (<2 %MVC) in all muscles except the lumbar extensors (3–

5.5%). Selective muscles were found to be activated during the lane change maneuver which 

restricted the body lateral motion caused by inertial loading. Soon after the vehicle accelerated 

in the lateral direction, increased muscle activation up to 24% of MVC was observed 

predominantly in the neck, lumbar extensor, and abdominal muscles. The results also indicated 

that with respect to the vehicle’s lateral motion, muscles in the right and left side of the body 

were activated at different times and amplitude. Comparing the muscle responses in two belt 

configurations revealed earlier activation onsets and significantly (p<0.05) smaller activation 

amplitudes for specific muscles in lane changes, when the volunteers were restrained by the 

pre-pretensioner belt than by the standard belt.  

 

Paper C 

 

The focus of Paper C was to quantify linear and rotational displacements of head center of 

gravity and T1 vertebra body and analyze the muscle response data collected from female 

passengers exposed to the same loading scenarios as male passengers presented in Paper A and 

B. The kinematics post processing and the EMG data analysis were similar to methods 

described in Paper A and B. To study the effect of belt configuration on female responses, 
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separate Wilcoxon signed ranks tests were applied on EMG onset and amplitude as well as peak 

displacements of head and T1. Lateral and forward displacements of the head and T1 were 

significantly (p<0.05) smaller using the pre-pretensioner belt than the standard belt (e.g., Fig.8). 

The neck, lumbar extensor and abdominal muscles activated up to 16% MVC following vehicle 

acceleration in the lateral direction (Fig.9). In addition, the pre-pretensioner belt decreased 

specific muscle activation onsets and amplitudes compared to the standard belt, which 

confirmed previously published results for male passengers. The volunteer response data 

together with the boundary conditions such as seat belt forces and position as well as vehicle 

dynamics provided in this paper can be used as validation data for female HBMs. 

 

 a)    b)  

Fig. 8. Corridors (i.e., mean ± SD) of female volunteers’ T1 lateral displacements in LSB and 

LPT (a and b respectively). Vertical dashed lines present time zero and vertical dotted line 

presents the onset time of the pre-pretensioner belt.  
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Fig. 9. Grand average and standard deviation of EMG for the LSB maneuver, during the 

right turn phase and left turn phase (a and b respectively) for all muscles on the right (blue 

bars) and the left (red bars) sides of body. Muscle acronyms according to Definitions and 

Acronyms section of this thesis. 

 

Paper D 

 

The focus of Paper D was to explore the variabilities in the volunteer kinematic responses to 

the lane change events with a standard seat belt. The kinematic data used in this paper included 

the head and T1 forward and lateral displacements which were previously quantified and 

presented for male and female passengers (Paper A and Paper C, respectively). The data set 

was collected from nine male and nine female adult passengers with a BMI from 18 to 23, 

mostly within normal range, and different age and stature. The possible influencing predictors, 

i.e., age, stature, and sex on the principal features of volunteers’ lateral and forward 

displacements were investigated. PCA was performed on timeseries of quantified body 

kinematics. The first three PCs of the head and T1 forward and lateral displacements were found 

as the most important features of the examined kinematics which could explain most of the 

existing variances among the volunteer responses. LMM analyses were then performed on the 

scores of the first three PCs of the head and T1 displacements as well as their maximum lateral 

displacements to study the effects of age, stature, and sex on these data. The three mentioned 

predictors were set as fixed effects, while individual-specific effect, which was variability 

between volunteers, was set as a random effect in the statistical multilevel models. The models 

comprised all 2-way interactions of the predictors and the residuals, which were variabilities 

within volunteers. To specify the percentage of the variance that could be explained by the 

entire model with both fixed and random effects, a type of R-squared coefficient specifically 

generalized for LMMs, i.e., conditional R2
LMM, was estimated for each metric of interest. Also, 

to specify the percentage of the variance that could be explained only by the fixed effects, 

another type of R-squared coefficient, i.e., marginal R2
LMM, was estimated for each metric of 

interest.  

About 94–98% of the variance in volunteer responses was explained by the first three PCs for 

each of the body kinematics. The LMM analyses resulted in statistically significant (p < 0.05) 

predictors including sex, stature, and their interaction effect found for all first PCs and 

maximum displacements. The individual-specific effects were also statistically significant 

(p < 0.05) whereas age was not a significant effect. For the second and third PCs, no predictors 

were found statistically significant. The metrics of interest were statistically modeled as a 

function of resultant significant predictors. According to the conditional R2
LMM calculated for 

each model, more than 80% of the variance could be explained by both fixed and random effects 

whereas according to the marginal R2
LMM, not more than 6% of the variance could be explained 

only by the fixed effects. Examples of predicted kinematic corridors for different categories of 

sex and stature (e.g., Fig.10) suitable for validation of HBMs that incorporate these body 

characteristics were also presented. As can be seen in Fig.10, the model predicted almost the 

same curves based on the effect of PC1s for 50th percentile and 5th percentile females (stature: 
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162 cm and stature:151 cm respectively, Schneider et al. 1983). This was due to the volunteer 

displacements did not differ greatly as a function of stature in the female group. In contrast, the 

volunteer displacements differed significantly as a function of stature in the male group. The 

information provided in this paper can be used in the assessment of HBMs of different age, 

stature, and sex to improve the advanced safety systems. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Corridors of T1 lateral displacement in lane change events with a standard seat belt. 

The effect of PC1 (solid black) is predicted for 50th percentile female (stature: 162 cm), 5th 

percentile female (stature: 151 cm), 50th percentile male (stature: 175 cm) and 95th percentile 

male (stature: 186 cm), and ±SD (dashed black) is the estimated standard deviation. 

Percentile values are based on Schneider et al. (1983). 
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4. DISCUSSION 

 

4.1. Volunteer Kinematics and Muscle Responses  

 

The vehicle-based experiments as used in this thesis have advantages and disadvantages 

compared to sled tests, the most common method applied in vehicle occupant studies (Beeman 

et al. 2011, Ejima et al. 2007, Ejima et al. 2008, Choi et al. 2005, Ejima et al. 2012, van Rooij 

et al. 2013, Ólafsdóttir et al. 2015, Dehner et al. 2013). The use of a test vehicle outdoors 

provided more realistic data than a sled setup conducted in a laboratory indoors. On the other 

hand, some factors such as weather conditions and limited space inside the test vehicle restricted 

recording the kinematics. For instance, the pelvis and lower extremities were obscured by the 

vehicle interior structures and hence could not be captured by the cameras.  

 

Although the volunteer responses presented in this thesis cannot be compared with previous 

studies due to the boundary conditions in those studies not matching this study, all studies 

comprising lateral loading are reasonably consistent with regard to upper torso lateral motion 

(Ejima et al. 2012, van Rooij et al. 2013, Huber et al. 2013, Huber et al. 2015). To a certain 

extent, biomechanical studies have confirmed that muscle activation can affect body posture 

and kinematics in a crash event (Hendler et al. 1974, Begeman et al. 1980), as well as pre-crash 

events to a greater degree. This thesis covered both kinematics and normalized muscle activity 

in response to different loading scenarios.  

 

Surface versus indwelling electrodes  

In this work, muscle activities were recorded using surface electrodes. Another technique for 

recording EMG, uses indwelling electrodes inserted inside the muscles through wires. The 

indwelling electrodes provide more accurate measurements of any electrical activity produced 

by individual muscles than the surface electrodes. This is because surface electrodes record 

muscle activations which have been attenuated by electrical resistance of the internal tissues 

and the skin. Such superficial activation can also be influenced and overlapped by the 

surrounding muscles or any muscles located deeper than the target muscle. The indwelling 

electrodes have been used in a volunteer study performed in the laboratory to record neck 

muscle activities in omnidirectional loading cases (Ólafsdóttir et al. 2015). Using such EMG 

data enabled them to determine activation patterns and spatial distribution of the activated 

muscles, and to implement this information for the development of spatial tuning patterns in 

the active HBM (Ólafsdóttir et al. 2015 and Ólafsdóttir et al. 2019). However, because of the 

safety aspects, application of indwelling electrodes for studies of volunteers travelling in 

vehicles is particularly restricted. 

 

Choice of muscles for recording surface EMG  

As stated in the summary of Appended Papers, surface EMG data derived from 19 muscles 

located all over the body were measured bilaterally. Only some of those muscles, i.e., 

Sternocleidomastoid (SCM), Cervical Paravertebral Muscles (CPVM), Upper Trapezius 
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(UTRP), Anterior Deltoid (ADELT), Lumbar Paravertebral Muscles (LPVM), Latissimus 

Dorsi (LD), Rectus Abdominis (RA), External Oblique (EXOB), and Rectus Femoris (RF), 

have previously been investigated in volunteer studies (Muggenthaler et al. 2005, Ejima et al. 

2012, van Rooij et al. 2013, Huber et al. 2013). Although, with regard to future model 

development and validation, it would have been preferable to collect data from as many skeletal 

muscles potentially involved in evasive maneuvers as possible. However, several factors had to 

be taken into consideration in order to prioritize a number of muscles. Issues for some muscles, 

such as the Deltoid, include lack of space to place surface electrodes. Hence, the selection 

process for inclusion of certain muscles in this study involved considering the functionality of 

each muscle and its potential role in maintaining the vehicle occupant’s seated posture and body 

motion during evasive maneuvers. For instance, the lateral Deltoid muscle was not prioritized 

since it is involved in shoulder abduction angles to a higher degree than becoming activated 

when vehicle occupants are exposed to evasive maneuvers. Seat contact and possible pressure 

artifacts were other factors considered in the muscle selection process. Some muscles such as 

Infraspinatus were excluded from this study because they are located below the upper Trapezius 

and lateral to the middle Trapezius, and to some extent, hidden by other muscles. Therefore, 

these muscles are difficult to distinguish by palpation and their surface EMG signals can be 

severely affected by other muscles. 

 

MVC normalized EMG data  

The normalization method applied for muscle activities in this work was through MVC values. 

Despite the fact that measuring MVCs require time-demanding contraction tests for each 

muscle, and is thus often avoided, normalization makes it possible to objectively compare 

normalized muscle activation levels between individuals in different maneuvers (Östh et al. 

2013, Ólafsdóttir et al. 2013, Behr et al. 2010, Choi et al. 2005, Ólafsdóttir et al. 2015). The 

MVC-normalized EMG data are also appropriate for HBM validation purpose. The MVC tests 

performed in this thesis included a total of 31 different isometric contractions designed to cover 

almost all isometric contraction possibilities in an occupant’s seated posture for muscles on the 

right and left side of the neck, torso, upper and lower extremities. The order in which isometric 

contractions were performed is stated in the appendix of Paper B. Another normalization 

method often used in vehicle occupant studies is normalization to maximum EMG levels 

recorded during the experimental task (Ejima et al. 2012). This approach is event-dependent 

and therefore is not suggested for comparing maneuvers. Normalization to the maximum EMG 

values recorded in all maneuvers (van Rooij et al. 2013) is still posture-dependent and therefore 

not as precise as isometric MVC. 

As addressed in this work, it is also important to know about the body posture and muscle 

activity of the volunteers during normal driving before the maneuvers begin. With regard to 

muscle activity, this information provides a background level to compare with the muscle 

activity during the maneuvers. Furthermore, they can serve as input for the initial states of active 

HBMs. With regard to body posture, any voluntary motion that displaces the volunteers from 

their neutral (i.e., sitting still and looking forward) seated posture immediately prior to the 

maneuvers, should be avoided in order to provide data suitable for model validation. The results 
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indicate that the activity was below 2.5% MVC during normal driving in all instrumented 

muscles except for the lumbar extensor muscles (LPVM). The LPVMs play a role in 

maintaining the seated posture which may be the reason for the activity being higher during 

normal driving, although the activity may partially be due to the pressure artifacts from the 

backrest contact.  

 

The low muscle activity observed in the upper extremities was expected since the test subjects 

were passengers who rested their arms on their lap and did not hold on to any interior vehicle 

structures. The neck muscles (SCM, MS, and CPVM), lumbar extensor muscles (LPVM) and 

abdomen muscles (EXOB) had noticeable activation levels (3–24% MVC) on both sides of the 

body. All these neck muscles play important roles in head rotation, while lateral flexion, i.e., 

head rotation around the x-axis, was found to be the main head rotation. The linear displacement 

for the head was found slightly longer than T1 in all types of loading scenarios. High activation 

levels in the neck muscles can be to restrict the head relative to T1 motions. High activation 

levels in the LPVM and EXOB muscles may be due to the fact that these muscles are involved 

in lumbar rotation and lateral flexion, although any data of lumbar kinematics is not available. 

Furthermore, the muscles on the right-hand side of the body had high activation levels when 

the vehicle accelerated to the right (right turn), which was found for the left sided muscles when 

the vehicle accelerated to the left (left turn). Excursion of the head and T1 in the y-axis were 

the main linear displacements towards the left in right turns and towards right in left turns.  

 

Pre-pretensioner versus standard seat belt  

A substantial part of this work is dedicated to the comparison of volunteer responses when 

restrained by the pre-pretensioner versus when using a standard belt. Significantly (p<0.05) 

lower lateral and forward displacements of the head and T1 were observed for the pre-

pretensioner than standard belt. Activation levels in specific muscles all over the body, such as 

the CPVM muscles in lane change and RF muscles in combined lane change with braking, were 

significantly reduced when wearing the pre-pretensioner belt compared to the standard belt. 

This suggests that the use of the pre-pretensioner belt reduces the motion of the volunteer during 

the pre-crash situation, whereas wearing the standard belt allows the body to move more freely 

and thus muscles are required to be more activated to restrict the movement. Also, earlier 

activation onset was found for some muscles in the upper body when wearing pre-pretensioner 

versus the standard belt. Examples of muscles with earlier activation levels include MS and 

CPVM muscles which originate in the cervical vertebra, the LTRP muscles which are attached 

to the clavicle, and EXOB abdominal muscles which are attached to the iliac crest.  

 

Implementing PCA and LMM statistical analyses  

To re-parameterize the volunteer data, principal component analysis was applied on timeseries 

of kinematic responses from volunteers exposed to lane change with standard belt. Around 

62%–86% of the variations among head and T1 displacements were explained by PC1s. Around 

6%–27% of the variations and around 4%–8% were explained by PC2s and PC3s, respectively. 

Less than about 6% were explained by the remaining PCs (i.e., PC4s, PC5s, etc.) in total. 
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Therefore, it was reasonable to include only the first three PCs in kinematics analyses as these 

three PCs together accounted for 94% to 98% of the variance in the data.     

Furthermore, as mentioned previously, HBMs have been mostly developed for average body-

size male occupants practically ignoring differences in age, stature, and sex. Experimental 

studies also most often include volunteers of average sizes. Considering that, the statistical 

multilevel analysis presented in this thesis, i.e., linear mixed model, provided valuable 

information on the influence of age, stature, and sex on occupant kinematic responses. This 

preliminary work presented statistical models as functions of the significant fixed effects, i.e., 

sex, stature, their interaction effect as well as the random effect, i.e., individual-specific effect. 

The logic behind choosing LMM as an optimum statistical method applicable for the data set 

studied in this work was the correlated nature of the data which contained repeated 

measurements per volunteer (individual). The variability both between and within individuals 

can be assessed by this method using fixed and random effects. Another major benefit of this 

method which made it suitable to our data set was that it tolerates for missing data, uneven 

number and uneven spacing of repeated measurements (Seltman 2018). The individual-specific 

effect was found quite large and statistically significant (p<0.05) for all metrics of interest. An 

interpretation for the existence of significant individual-specific effect was that there might be 

important unmeasured explanatory variables for each volunteer that produced this variability 

between individuals. The random effect, together with the fixed effects, accounted for more 

than 80% of the variance in the data set (based on conditional R2
LMM) while the fixed effects 

alone could not explain more than 6% of the variance (based on marginal R2
LMM). The reason 

for fixed effects explaining only a small amount of variance was the large random effect and 

the large residual in the estimated models compared to the fixed effects.  

Using PCA and LMM, a statistical model was developed which enabled prediction of occupant 

kinematics in lane change events with respect to specified stature and sex. Another approach 

was to normalize kinematic responses in order to account for the effects of body size. This 

approach is limited because it assumes that human geometry can be linearly scaled with body 

size and the human response can be described by simple mechanical models. Currently, there 

is not a proper normalization method applicable to volunteer responses. Therefore, in this thesis, 

volunteer kinematics were not normalized against body size and instead they were subjected to 

LMM analysis to model the relationship between PC features of kinematics and volunteer’s sex 

and stature.  

 

4.2. Population Heterogeneity  

 

A limited range of occupant characteristics was considered in the studies included in this thesis. 

The selected experimental data used for Paper A, B, C, and D comprised nine male and nine 

female volunteers of nearly normal BMI ranging from 18 to 23 and different age and stature. 

They were all sitting in the neutral posture just before the beginning of the evasive maneuvers. 

In the real world, there are male and female occupants with a wider range of body size and with 

different siting postures subjected to evasive maneuvers and exposed to traffic accidents. 
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Several studies have confirmed that specific factors related to these characteristics can increase 

the risk of injury (e.g., Kent et al. 2009, Bose et al. 2011, Ridella et al. 2012 and Rupp et al. 

2013). Therefore, the variability in occupant characteristics should be considered in the design 

and evaluation of safety systems in order to protect the wide range of population. As explained 

previously, HBM as an assessment tool needs to represent this variability among vehicle 

occupants by means of advanced parametric modeling and morphing techniques. Subsequently, 

the models need to be validated against volunteer data. Although the statistical methods 

developed in this thesis to specify some significant predictors and to model the occupant 

kinematics as functions of those predictors are applied in pilot studies, they can pave the way 

toward further statistical analyses on volunteer data to determine more potential significant 

influencing factors. The general framework of the techniques used in this thesis is applicable to 

other volunteer data sets comprising repeated measurements. Future studies could contain a 

larger sample size to cover a wider range of age, body size and sitting postures. Potential 

associations between occupant characteristics and their responses can be more effectively 

examined through a diverse and large sample space.  

 

4.3. Application in Traffic Safety  

  

The volunteer responses to the restraint system in pre-crash scenarios, such as autonomous 

collision avoidance steering and braking studied in this thesis, can be directly applied for 

evaluating integrated safety systems. For instance, wearing a pre-pretensioner produced less 

body motion (as observed in the volunteer tests) and can lead to reduced contact with interior 

vehicle structures and consequently the lower risk of injuries compared to when wearing a 

standard belt. Maintaining sitting posture with less muscle activation levels as another result of 

using pre-pretensioner can be also beneficial for aged, less muscular people or females. 

 

Furthermore, the provided volunteer responses are suitable for validating HBMs against the 

experimental data in case they both have common definitions of body motion, muscle activity, 

and boundary conditions. These data sets can also be used for tuning the parameters of the 

models to reproduce the volunteer responses. Consequently, tuned and validated models allow 

for parametric and sensitivity studies to investigate the effect on human body postures and 

muscle activities by varying the belt pre-pretensioner onset and its force level in conjunction 

with the applied accelerations. For instance, sagittal plane simulation studies of frontal crashes 

have indicated that in comparison to a nominal body posture in pre-crash situations, increased 

forward motion can result in early contact with the airbag leading to higher Head Injury 

Criterion (HIC) values (Bose et al. 2010) and increased belt loads (Antona et al. 2011). Injury 

prediction in other types of crashes with complex pre-crash scenarios, such as lane change with 

braking, by means of validated omnidirectional active HBMs will facilitate the improvement 

of the design of integrated safety systems. Hence, enhanced integrated safety systems would 

potentially optimize them to contribute to reducing the risk of injury for different vehicle 

occupant categories, such as passengers, drivers, males, females, young, old, obese, etc., which 

would, for instance, be achieved by designing occupant-specific adaptive restraint systems. 
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In the set of experiments which this thesis is based on, passengers were subjected to autonomous 

maneuvers for which they were unprepared. The maneuvers were randomized to a certain 

extent, and volunteers were not aware what type of maneuver they would be exposed to, or 

when it would begin. Data collected in this thesis are of particular importance with regard to 

current technology trends moving toward fully automated vehicles. The repeatability feature of 

the autonomous interventions used in this thesis, which enhances the experimental 

methodology and the reliability of results, provide insight into how occupants interact with 

autonomous systems in pre-crash scenarios. 

 

Example of data application 

The kinematics and muscle activation data presented in this thesis have already been applied in 

some traffic safety research such as a study by Larsson et al. (2019a). They have compared the 

occupant kinematic and muscle activation level predicted by the SAFER HBM v9 (Fig.11), 

which was enhanced with active neck and lumbar muscle controllers, to the data from male 

passengers in lane change and lane change with braking maneuvers using two belt 

configurations provided in Paper A and B of this thesis. The comparison between HBM 

predictions with different model modifications and the volunteer data was done using cross-

correlation analysis (CORA) and then averaging the CORA scores. They concluded that for 

some loading scenarios, the HBM predictions were improved using active muscles compared 

to using the model in a passive mode, whereas for other loading scenarios, these differences 

were small. For lane change with braking and with standard belt, these differences were the 

largest (Fig.12). In lane change with braking and with pre-pretensioner belt scenario, the active 

model showed the best correlation to the volunteer data.  
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Fig. 11. Snapshots of a volunteer compared to the HBM in the lane change with braking 

event, the upper row shows a volunteer, and the three lower rows show the simulation results 

using different modifications in the HBM, the vertical lines denote end of CORA evaluation 

(Larsson et al. 2019a). 

 

 

Fig. 12. T1 lateral displacement in lane change with braking and with a standard belt. Gray curve 

shows corridor (i.e., mean ± SD) of volunteer data, colored curves show predictions of different 

modifications in HBM (Larsson et al. 2019a).  
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4.4. Limitations 

 

The experimental part of this thesis was intended to resemble actual pre-crash scenarios as 

closely as possible to real-world conditions. However, there were some limitations. For 

instance, despite using a regular test vehicle riding on a test track instead of the sled tests, 

surrounding traffic was still lacking. The test vehicle was not representative of all vehicle types, 

however, since a FE model including all boundary condition measurements of the used test 

vehicle already exists, it would still fulfill the requirements of boundary conditions for the 

purpose of reproducibility in the models, and hence HBM validation. Moreover, as the 

kinematics and muscle activation of volunteers can be affected by awareness of an upcoming 

maneuver, it is important to eliminate any signs of imminent maneuvers when investigating 

unprepared volunteers. In this study, volunteers were not completely unprepared, for example, 

they could be alerted by the sound produced within the driving robot unit mounted on the driver-

side floor pan. The analytical part of this thesis was also associated with some limitations. For 

instance, the filtering process applied to EMG data to remove undesirable components could 

affect the actual recorded data. Also, the technique used to estimate body part kinematics was 

not fully precise. For example, an underlying assumption for calculation of Tait-Bryan rotation 

angles was that this method is applied to a rigid body whereas the upper torso is not truly a rigid 

body. Nonetheless, the method used here based on average coordinate of the markers attached 

to the T1 level and the Sternum provided a more accurate estimation of T1 linear excursion 

than using only one marker attached to the T1 level. Furthermore, some statistical limitations 

were imposed by the small and rather homogeneous data set in general and by the small number 

of volunteers for each age, stature, and sex, in particular. Nevertheless, the statistical results are 

still valid for the studied data set because only three covariates (i.e., sex, stature, and age) were 

investigated in the LMMs to ensure having the minimum number of samples per covariate in 

the analyses (Field, 2009). Ideally, for the experiments related to the traffic safety, a large 

number of volunteers, coming from different places in the world that covers a wide range of 

anatomical and behavioral differences, should be recruited in a complete random way. 

Otherwise, considering the aforementioned limitations, it might be problematic to generalize 

the results. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

5.1. Conclusions 

 

In this thesis, a set of experiments was conducted which was new and comprehensive since it 

involved volunteers being exposed to repeatable and typical low-g lateral loading representative 

of pre-crash situations while traveling in a regular car and in a realistic environment. This set 

of experiments was used to answer the research questions stated in section 2.2. The answer to 

Research Question 1 (i.e., Are muscles activated in pre-crash? How much?) was that several 

muscles predominantly in the neck, lumbar extensor and abdominal muscles are activated up to 

about 24% MVC, in the studied vehicle maneuvers that can potentially occur in pre-crash. Paper 

B and C provided surface EMG corridors for 38 instrumented muscles, from males and females 

respectively, all obtained either during normal driving before any extra loading conditions were 

applied or during replicated pre-crash lane change and combined lane change with braking 

maneuvers.  

 

The answer to Research Question 2 (i.e., Does the pre-pretensioner belt affect muscle 

activation? how much? Does the pre-pretensioner belt help maintain sitting posture in pre-

crash? How much?) was that the pre-pretensioner affects muscle activation. Earlier activation 

onset times and smaller activation amplitudes were observed for several muscles using pre-

pretensioner compared to the standard belt, in both male and female groups. Also, a pre-

pretensioner helps maintain sitting posture. Lower lateral and forward displacements for the 

head and upper torso were observed for both males and females, with the use of pre-pretensioner 

versus the standard belt. Paper A and C provided corridors of the head CoG and upper torso 

kinematics, as well as boundary conditions, such as belt interaction forces and vehicle 

dynamics, from males and females respectively.   

 

The answer to Research Question 3 (i.e., Do factors such as sex, age, and stature influence 

volunteer kinematic outcomes? Are their influences statistically significant? How differently do 

males and females respond in pre-crash?) was that two variables, i.e., sex and stature, and their 

interaction significantly (p<0.05) influence the volunteers’ kinematic outcomes. A small 

amount of variance in the studied data set was related to these variables. The influence of age 

was not significant. A statistical model was developed which can predict head and upper torso 

kinematics of occupants with different stature and sex. Paper D provided statistical 

investigations of variances among the volunteer kinematic data and presented them as a 

function of body characteristics. In general, males and females responded differently in the 

studied pre-crash situations. Females showed less lateral and forward displacement of the head 

and upper torso than males.  

 

Moreover, this thesis provided a detailed set of data for HBM validation and improvement. The 

novel data set provided herein can be useful for improving the omnidirectional response of 

active HBMs. Consequently, the design of integrated safety systems in modern cars can benefit 
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from developing more biofidelic models representing a wide range of population more 

accurately. 

 

5.2. Future Work 

 

This thesis was focused on passenger responses. Kinematic and muscle responses of male and 

female volunteers subjected to different evasive maneuvers, such as autonomous lane change 

and a combination of lane change and braking, were investigated. However, data from drivers 

subjected to the same evasive maneuvers were also collected as a part of the AHBM3 project 

and are now available for future studies. Identifying differences in the responses between 

drivers and passengers are of great importance in order to develop occupant-specific modelling 

strategies for HBMs.  

 

The corridors presenting volunteer kinematics in Paper A and C showed that there are certain 

variabilities in their responses. The variations among volunteer kinematics obtained in one type 

of loading scenario (i.e., lane change with standard belt) were statistically studied in Paper D 

and resulted in preliminary statistical models of kinematics as a function of body characteristics. 

Further statistical investigations, using the same methods as presented in Paper D, for other 

types of loading scenarios and preferably with larger and more diverse sample spaces, are 

required in order to determine if occupant characteristics affect the responses differently for 

different pre-crash situations and to establish more accurate statistical models that can be 

generalized to the whole population. The spread in EMG corridors presented in Paper B and C 

demonstrated that muscle recruitment differs among different volunteers and different tests. 

This type of variation can generally be affected by body characteristics including sex and age 

but also behavioral aspects such as learning and awareness level (Siegmund et al. 2003a, 

Stenlund et al. 2015). Paper D investigated the statistical influence of body characteristics on 

head and upper torso displacements. However, for future studies, the muscle activation is also 

of interest to be subjected to similar statistical analyses to assess the role of these influencing 

factors on muscle responses as well. Volunteers included in this thesis were mostly within the 

normal BMI range while data from volunteers with higher BMI than normal were also collected. 

Future studies of those volunteers’ responses to evasive maneuvers are required to recognize 

potential differences in vehicle occupant responses due to BMI variances. The influence of 

several other factors on volunteer responses such as non-optimal seat belt fit due to bulky 

clothing and out-of-position conditions would also be interesting to explore in future studies.  

  

Furthermore, as a part of a larger study (the AHBM3 project), this set of experiments also 

included records of data from passengers and drivers in manual lane changes. This unique data 

set can be used in future studies on anticipatory responses in manual lane changes compared to 

responses from unprepared volunteers in autonomous lane changes. This is important because 

it has been confirmed that driver kinematics were substantially affected in anticipatory manual 

braking events versus autonomous braking events wherein the volunteer was unprepared for 

the upcoming events (Östh et al. 2013). To address this issue, some HBMs have incorporated 
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specific anticipatory control modules (Östh et al. 2014). This experimental data set can 

potentially facilitate the development of anticipatory control modules in active HBMs that 

simulate events such as evasive steering.  
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